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With the Road Vehicle Standards Act (RVSA) commencing in full on 1 July 2021,  Recreational Vehicle 
Manufacturers and Importers need to be preparing for the upcoming changes. 

Manufacturers and Importers of Towable Recreational Vehicles will be particularly affected by the RVSA, 
as all trailers (including Towable Recreational Vehicles) under the new act (RVSA) will need to obtain 
federal government type approvals. 

A key element of being eligible to obtain these necessary type approvals will be a businesses ability to 
prove they have adequate control over all stages of design, componentry, and manufacture of the 
Recreational Vehicles they are producing/ supplying.  In other words, they will need to have some form 
of Quality Management System (QMS) in place to demonstrate that they have effective control on 
Conformity of Production.  

Understanding the importance of Conformity of Production (COP) to the RVSA and industry, Caravan 
Industry Association of Australia has partnered with Automotive Engineering Consultancy firm - Cadman 
Concepts P/L.  This partnership provides a cost-effective option to Recreational Vehicle Manufacturers/ 
Importers who are yet to implement a system or need to review/ upgrade their processes in preparation 
for the RVSA.  This option is offered to Recreational Vehicle Manufacturers and Importers of all sizes to 
assist in complying with the COP requirements.  

Introduction 

 Understanding COP— the Caravan Cake Analogy 
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You can think of Conformity of Production and a Quality Management System like 
being asked to put together a Caravan Cake Cookbook containing a series of 
recipes.  It may well be that the “recipes” have been the same for years and handed 
down from generation to generation, but now you need to turn those traditional 
recipes (often not well documented) into a professional and comprehensive 
Cookbook.  

The recipes within Caravan Cookbook should contain enough detailed information 
(ingredients lists and quantities, method etc.) so that anyone can pick up the 
Cookbook and make a Caravan Cake which turns out the same EVERY time.  

In order to get the Cookbook published, you will need to ensure that your key 
“ingredients” are “approved” and come from a reputable supermarket and ensure 
that your “method’ contains all the required steps and information needed for 
anyone to make the Caravan Cake.  

https://www.vision6.com.au/ch/7711/2fmbz69/2433335/ejpMyMd6zmZBItb3VHAJSyito1eNmDsUsktzZtaV.html
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Package Details 

System Details 

Cadman Concepts P/L has developed a system that includes all the necessary controls to meet the 
legislated Conformity of Production (COP) requirements.  This is called the D | P | A | Q model and 
consists of 4 main modules: 
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Each of the modules below have been prepared to educate the user on how to apply the control 
mechanism(s) and adapt them (if required) to their business operations. The modules show the user 
what controls are required for each of the pillars and how they need to be applied. 

The user will receive a manual that contains all of this content.  The COP package is designed to guide the 
user by using pre-defined fillable templates describing how each control mechanism is to be applied.  

An example for the Design and Production aspects of the package are provided on the following page.  
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Package Contents  
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Before any production can commence, a system is required to control the design of 
the vehicle. This section of the package contains a series of requirements and 
controls that will enable the user to define how they control the design their 
vehicles. By using the provided templates and fillable worksheets the user will set up 
a process that controls the design component of the vehicle. 

Upon completion of the this section, the user will have a process which controls how 
they design their vehicles, but more importantly the process will also control any 
changes made to their designs. 

DESIGN CONTROL (Drawing Register/ Drawing Templates/ Drawing Controls) 

With the designs having been tested and certified, a system is required to control 
how the vehicle is produced. This section of the package contains a series of 
requirements and controls that will enable the user to define how they produce 
(build) their vehicles. By using the provided templates and fillable worksheets the 
user will set up a process that controls the production of the vehicle.  Upon 
completion of this section, the user will have a process which controls how they 
produce their vehicles and inspect them upon completion. 

PRODUCTION CONTROL (Work Instructions/ Production Control Mechanisms/ 

         Parts Control/ Build Control/ Record Keeping/ Tooling) 

Examples of the Design and Production aspects of the package are provided below. 
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Package Pricing 

This partnership between Caravan Industry Association of Australia and Cadman Concepts P/L provides a 
number of cost-effective options to Recreational Vehicle Manufacturers/ Importers who are yet to 
implement a system or need to review/ upgrade their processes in preparation for the RVSA.  This is 
available to Recreational Vehicle Manufacturers and Importers of all sizes to assist with complying with 
the Conformity of Production requirements.  Pricing for the Quality Management System (QMS) options 
as follows: 

 

• The DPAQ QMS Starter Pack 

This option provides Recreational Vehicle Manufacturers/ Importers the DPAQ package manuals and 
templates along with ONE short guidance video.  This package will suit those businesses who do not 
require any further assistance or guidance, but would benefit from having access to specific templates or 
manuals to integrate into their existing processes or Quality Management Systems.  Businesses can 
upgrade to the assisted implementation package if they require further guidance.    

• The DPAQ QMS Assisted Implementation Package  

This option provides Recreational Vehicle Manufacturers/ Importers the DPAQ package manuals and 
templates in addition to guidance from Cadman Concepts P/L.  Cadman Concepts P/L will provide a 
training session that explains the entire system, 1:1 online consultation to assist in implementing the 
system and also provide a final site visit and final audit. 

For more information or to further discuss these packages please phone 03 9815 2015 or click HERE and 
fill out the Expression of Interest form.   

 Package Type 
RVMAP Accredited or a Member of 

a State Caravanning Association 
Not RVMAP Accredited or a Member 

of a State Caravanning Association 

DPAQ QMS Starter Pack $2200 $3200 

DPAQ QMS Assisted Implementation 
Package 

$4500 $5500 

all pricing excluding GST 

It is important to note that these packages require the Recreational Vehicle Manufacturer/ 
Importer to work proactively to implement the required systems.  Cadman Concepts P/L 

provides the required “tools” but does not undertake the work to implement any system on 
behalf of the business. 

https://fs23.formsite.com/CRVA1/sofwciqecc/index.html
https://fs23.formsite.com/CRVA1/sofwciqecc/index.html
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About Cadman Concepts P/L 

Cadman Concepts is an Automotive Engineering Consultancy which specialises in providing bespoke 
Homologation solutions to the Automotive industry to allow them to supply vehicles to the Australian 
market. 

You may be asking, exactly what is Homologation? In the automotive world, Homologation is used to 
signify the granting of an approval by a Government authority to supply vehicles to the market and 
encompasses the entire complex process of making sure the vehicle complies with the nominated 
standards and regulation from the beginning of the design/development phase up until the point of sale. 
This process requires a Homologation system to be put in place to ensure the tested and certified designs 
are manufactured using a process that controls the quality and conformity of the vehicle. 

Cadman Concept’s Principal Homologation Engineering Manager, Steven Ghaly, has been providing these 
services to the automotive industry for over 23 years. 

Having provided his expertise to Several OEM vehicle manufactures (Mercedes-Benz, Freightliner, FUSO, 
Navistar, Ford, IVECO, Volvo & Renault Trucks to name a few), Bespoke Vehicle Suppliers, Vehicle 
Modifiers and Body Builders he has gained invaluable expertise in creating solutions to the most complex 
of Homologation Problems. Cadman Concepts is also a registered Test Facility and Steven Ghaly is an 
accredited VASS/AVE Engineer. 

One of Steven’s strengths is his ability to create a practical Homologation system that controls one of the 
main pillars of the entire process – Conformity of Production (COP). COP controls, are by far the most 
important aspect of the entire Homologation system, as they ensure the certified and tested Designs are 
supplied to the market and they are used by the Authorities to ensure the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steven Ghaly—Cadman Concepts P/L 


